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Abstract
Tsunami Excitation Estimation from Real -time GNSS
by
Catherine Renae Jeffries
April 2018

Tsunami early warning systems currently comprise modeling of observations
from the global seismic network, deep-ocean DART buoys, and a global distribution of
tide gauges. While these tools work well for tsunamis traveling teleseismic distances,
saturation of seismic magnitude estimation in the near field can result in significant
underestimation of tsunami excitation for local warning (Wang et al., 2012). Moreover,
DART buoy and tide gauge observations cannot be used to rectify the underestimation
in the available time, typically 10-20 minutes, before local runup occurs. Real-time
GNSS measurements of coseismic offsets may be used to estimate finite faulting within
1-2 minutes and, in turn, tsunami excitation for local warning purposes (Blewitt et al.,
2006; Melgar and Bock, 2013; Yue and Lay, 2011). Described here is a tsunami
amplitude estimation algorithm, implemented for the Cascadia subduction zone, that
uses continuous GNSS position streams to estimate finite faulting. The system is based
on a time-domain convolution of fault slip that uses a pre-computed catalog of
hydrodynamic Green’s functions generated with the GeoClaw shallow-water wave
simulation software and maps seismic slip along each section of the fault to points
iii

located off the Cascadia coast in 20m of water depth and relies on the principle of the
linearity in tsunami wave propagation. The system draws continuous slip estimates from
a message query server (RabbitMQ), convolves the slip with appropriate Green’s
functions which are then superimposed to produce wave amplitude at each coastal
location. The maximum amplitude and its arrival time are then passed into a database
for subsequent monitoring and display. This system was tested with data from a real
earthquake for which we have continuous GNSS time series and surveyed runup heights,
Tohoku, Japan 2011. This system has been implemented in the CWU Geodesy Lab for
the Cascadia subduction zone and will be expanded to the circum-Pacific as real-time
processing of international GNSS data streams become available.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Tsunamis are a devastating occurrence and have the power and range to wreak
havoc amongst coastal communities, whether these communities are adjacent to or far
from a tsunamigenic source. The rapidity with which tsunami waves travel across the
ocean, exceed 500 km/hour and are capable of crossing vast distances in very short time
frames, minutes to hours. On or near the land, tsunamis are capable of completely
transforming the coastal landscape, including destroying low-lying coastal communities
(Doocy et al., 2013).
Tsunami early warning systems are designed to provide warnings to coastal
communities about whether evacuation of low-lying areas is necessary, in response to
an incoming tsunami generated by either a local or distant earthquake (Wang et al.,
2012). For locally generated tsunamis, early warning depends entirely on the rapidity
and accuracy of the assessment of the tsunamigenic earthquake (or other excitation
mechanisms such as a landslide). Earthquake-generated tsunamis are a function of both
the earthquake characteristics (slip nature, location, and amount) and the bathymetry
of the ocean floor along the tsunami’s propagation path.
Tsunami early warning systems begin working when they receive a notification
from their own seismic analysis systems or from the USGS’ National Earthquake
Information Center (NEIC), and other seismic information centers, that a significant
1

earthquake has occurred (Wang et al., 2012; P. Huang, personal communication, 2016).
Using a point-source inversion to estimate magnitude, location, and depth of the
earthquake, the earthquake is then assessed for its tsunamigenic potential on the basis
of numerical excitation models (Kanamori and Rivera, 2008; Melgar and Bock, 2015).
The Pacific Tsunami Warning Center (PTWC) uses these techniques in conjunction with
water column height from DART buoys and tide gauge measurements to estimate the
tsunami as it travels across the ocean (Wang et al., 2012). For distant earthquakes in
which the tsunami propagation time is measured in hours, this system works well (Tang
et al., 2012). For local tsunamis, where the amount of time between earthquake onset
and the tsunami reaching the local shoreline is generally less than 30 minutes, the
seismic characterization algorithms that inform current tsunami early warning systems
are known to be inadequate (Wang et al., 2012; P. Huang, personal communication,
2016).
Tsunami predictions are limited by the accuracy of estimated earthquake size
and spatial distribution. In 2004, the Sumatra earthquake (MW = 9.2-9.3) was
underestimated as a MW 8.0 in the critical few minutes post detection due to the
limitations of utilizing the MWP method, which uses the low-frequency data of seismic
body waves (Blewitt et al., 2006). In the near-field these instruments saturate for very
large events, which makes discerning the difference between a MW 7.0 and MW 9.0
impossible until the seismic waves reach teleseismic distances (Blewitt et al., 2006).
Because the Sumatra earthquake was originally estimated to be a MW 8.0, a magnitude
that is atypical of large tsunami generation, no tsunami warning was issued (Kerr, 2005).
2

An hour later the earthquake was upgraded to a MW 9.0, at which point it was too late
for many living in the near-field coastal areas to act on a warning. The underestimation
of the earthquake size contributed to this earthquake and tsunami being one of the
most devastating in history (Levy and Gopalakrishnan, 2005).
Another example of earthquake and tsunami underestimation took place during
the 2011 Tohoku, Japan earthquake (MW 9.1). Japan uses a combination of strong
motion sensors and seismometers for earthquake early warning (Melgar et al., 2013).
The Japanese system can provide warning to residents that shaking is imminent.
Although the shaking-related aspects of Japan’s early warning system performed
admirably in the event (Hoshiba et al., 2011), the initial MW estimates were too low
causing the tsunami hazard to be severely underestimated (Lay and Kanamori, 2011).
Many residents were unable to evacuate before the tsunami arrived and thousands died
(Mori et al., 2011).
Ideally, any tsunami warning system should provide an estimate of tsunami
amplitude within the first five minutes of an earthquake, so that adequate time can be
given to evacuate or reach high ground. For coastlines that are considered near-field for
earthquakes close to a subduction zone, tsunamis can arrive within 10-20 minutes of
earthquake origin. Conventional seismic estimation techniques are subject to systematic
errors until the waves reach teleseismic distances, thus introducing a 10-20 minute
delay. As a result, seismic monitoring provides scant ability to produce accurate, local
tsunami excitation estimates. This warning ‘gap’ in tsunami monitoring systems is well
documented (Kumar et al., 2012; Hirshorn et al., 2013; Titov et al., 2005). Static
3

displacements from GPS signals can provide more rapid and accurate earthquake
estimation within the first two minutes of a rupture, where traditional seismic
instruments fail due to the difficulties in interpreting complex, long-duration body
waves (Blewitt et al., 2006; Melgar and Bock, 2013; Yue and Lay, 2011). After an
earthquake’s magnitude and faulting is characterized using GNSS data, the initial
conditions can be set in a tsunami model to obtain an estimation of tsunami amplitudes.
My project consisted of the writing and development of a computer program
that utilizes the slip estimate obtained with a real-time GNSS (rtGNSS) rapid earthquake
characterization system to generate a tsunami estimate. This tsunami estimate is the
maximum wave height at a series of synthetic tide gauges placed at the 20 meter water
depth contour adjacent to the near-field coastline. The tsunami estimation is obtained
by using the principle of linearity propagation. This program operates continuously for
the Cascadia subduction zone (CSZ) and can be adapted for other subductions zones in
the circum-Pacific. My method was tested using simulations based on a real event, the
2011 Tohoku, Japan earthquake and tsunami.

4

CHAPTER 2
BACKGROUND
2.1 Previous Research on Tsunami Early Warning
Previous research on GNSS-based tsunami early warning systems has focused on
real-time simulations based on real earthquake data (Melgar and Bock, 2013; 2015;
Melgar et al., 2016; Kawamoto et al., 2017; Ohta et al., 2012; Hoechner et al., 2013).
These simulations have characterized earthquakes using GNSS data and then used the
earthquake estimations as the initial conditions for tsunami models to provide runup
estimates and tsunami amplitudes within minutes of the simulated earthquake rupture.
Melgar and Bock (2013) showed that using GNSS data combined with strong motion
data can provide accurate characterization of an earthquake. This data can subsequently
be used in GeoClaw, a tsunami modeling program, to simulate a tsunami. Using GNSS
data to simulate the 2011 Tohoku event, they show that the earthquake could have
been characterized in under three minutes. They also found that by combining the GNSS
data with tide gauge data it would have been possible to further constrain the tsunami
and earthquake estimation as the wave gauge data becomes available. However, with
this method with GeoClaw, they found the simulations consistently under-estimated
tsunami runup versus what actually occurred. This under-estimation was found both in
the maximum tsunami wave height at various locations and the number of inundation
5

points. Some of the inconsistencies in the simulation were attributed to the use of low
resolution bathymetry (~30 arc seconds) and the abrupt transition to high resolution
topography at the coastlines (~3 arc seconds) (Melgar and Bock, 2013). GeoClaw has
limited ability to process the resolution change at the coastline from a coarse
bathymetry to a more refined topography. However, the simulation does provide a
closer approximation of the tsunami than was originally available based on traditional
seismic methods, which can be used as an initial warning.
For my own project, I utilized some of the ideas presented in the previous
research but rather than calculating the tsunami Green’s Functions (tGFs) on-the-fly in
response to individual events, I instead developed a catalog of pre-computed tGFs for
the subduction zone that can be combined, through a convolution operation, with any
slip distribution, in real-time. This permits the nearly instantaneous modeling of
offshore tsunami wave heights produced by any earthquake on the Cascadia or
Japanese subduction zones as soon as their slip distributions are characterized.

6

CHAPTER 3
METHODS
3.1 Program Overview:
The tsunami excitation algorithm for the Cascadia subduction zone has several
key parts. First is the finite fault model of the subduction zone itself. This predetermined
finite fault model (Fig. 1) has broken the subduction zone into a grid of 200 individual
subfaults (T. Melbourne, personal communication, 2016). These subfaults are the basis
of both the slip inversion program and the tsunami excitation algorithm. The slip
inversion program, previously created, uses real-time GNSS data streams to estimate
the magnitude and slip distribution of an earthquake. During an earthquake, the slip
inversion program calculates the amount of slip on these subfaults, which the tsunami
program (section 3.2) uses to determine the size of the tsunami. The tsunami estimation
is tracked at a series of synthetic tide gauges placed off the coast at a water depth of
20m to preserve the linearity of tsunamis (section 3.5). Utilizing a catalog of precalculated tsunami Green’s functions (tGFs) for each subfault and each tide gauge
location, it is possible to estimate an offshore tsunami once the slip inversion is
calculated (section 3.3). Finally, a program calculates the time domain convolution from
the tsunami catalog (section 3.4) and displays the arrival time and wave height
maximum for each tide gauge location as soon as a slip inversion is determined during
an ongoing event, and displays these maximums in the GPSCockpit.
7

Figure 1: Finite fault model of Cascadia Subduction zone. 200 subfaults cover the domain, small blue circles indicate
where synthetic tide gauges are located.

8

3.2 Slip inversion program
Tsunami simulation requires the seafloor deformation calculated from slip on a
fault. In this instance, slip is provided from a real-time GNSS (rtGNSS) based slip
inversion program. This program was originally written by Jesse Senko (Central
Washington University – thesis not yet published), and re-factored by David Larsen
(University of Washington) and then adapted for subduction zones beyond Cascadia by
Ben Norford (Central Washington University – thesis not yet published). This program
uses time series for rtGNSS stations as its input data and runs the data through a Kalman
filter, which detects offsets and determines if an earthquake is occurring or if the offsets
are anomalous. The filter detects offsets based on the current position of the GNSS
receiver as compared to the next expected position of that receiver. A movement
threshold is set such that with any position changes larger than that threshold the
system will go into a possible earthquake mode. This mode holds until more consecutive
positions are also found to be above the threshold, then it enters ongoing event mode
and sends the measurements to the algorithm that determines how much offset has
occurred and what amount of slip would generate the offset.
Slip is solved using Okada’s (1985) formulation for computing displacement
around a fault with known parameters. To enable this method in Cascadia, the
subduction zone is broken into a grid of 200 subfaults (Jesse Senko, Central Washington
University – thesis not yet published). Additional subduction zones surrounding the
circum-Pacific have been modeled by Ben Norford (Central Washington University –
thesis not yet published). When the slip inversion algorithm enters earthquake
9

detection mode it begins to calculate the offset of each GNSS station using Okada’s
function for 1 meter of slip on 1 subfault, then repeats for each subfault and each
station and stores these displacements in a matrix. Okada’s function is linear so that
displacement * slip = measured offsets and the system solves for slip as a scalar, while
simultaneously applying a smoothing matrix that forces adjacent subfaults to have
similar amounts of slip.
This inversion method has been proven to work for historic earthquakes but
does have its liabilities (Melgar et al., 2013; Hoechner et al., 2013). For offshore
earthquakes, there is limited resolution to the earthquake estimation. Offsets recorded
on GNSS stations are on land, but subduction zone earthquakes primarily deform the
surface offshore where no instruments lie to actually record the motion. This resolution
limitation translates to limitation in simulating the tsunami excitation because the initial
tsunami will be based on a slip distribution that decreases in accuracy away from the
coast.
3.2.1 Subduction zone regions
The Cascadia subduction zone is defined as the intersection of the Juan de Fuca
plate and the North American plate. This subduction zone covers a region from
approximately 124 W to 120 W and 40 N to 49 N. Dip is averaged to approximately
13 across all subfaults and strike ranges from 305 to 15. This area geographically
covers the region from just south of Vancouver Island, Canada to Cape Mendocino, CA.
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The Japan subduction zone covers a region from 35 North to 42 North and
138 East to 144 East. The dip of this subduction zone is approximately 20and strike
varies between 190 and 210 for most of this zone.

3.3 Tsunami Green’s functions catalog
In order to process the estimate of the tsunami in a fast manner, the tsunami
Green’s functions (tGFs) must be pre-computed and stored in a way that allows easy
and fast access to the data. These tGFs are generated with GeoClaw, an open source
tsunami modeling program (http://www.clawpack.org/) that uses the non-linear
shallow-water wave equations to simulate tsunami travel and inundation (Mandli et al.,
2016). The equations that lie at the core of GeoClaw’s functionality are described in
Berger et al. (2011). Users provide the initial conditions for an earthquake such as: fault
location, size, depth, strike, dip, rake and amount of slip. GeoClaw uses this information
and creates a grid file using Okada (1985) to generate the vertical seafloor deformation
that generates a tsunami. GeoClaw calculates the tsunami’s transport across the ocean
as well as inundation and runup. Synthetic tide gauges record the simulated tsunami’s
water height position as a function of time.
To build a catalog of precomputed tGFs, I utilized the subfault geometry as
discussed in section 3.2 to calculate seafloor deformation from an earthquake with 1
meter of slip for every subfault using the Okada (1985) equations built into GeoClaw.
The bathymetry I used is the readily available SRTM30+, a 30-arc second dataset which
11

combines SRTM3 topography with bathymetry from satellite altimetry and ship
soundings developed by Scripps (Becker et al., 2009). For the Cascadia subduction zone,
I declared an array of synthetic tide gauges in GeoClaw. This tide gauge array was
spaced every 10km from the Northwestern tip of the Washington Peninsula southward
to Cape Mendocino, CA at a contour of 20-meters water depth. From tsunamis
simulated from each 1-meter slip earthquake, a tGF was calculated for every subfault at
each tide gauge location. For Cascadia this is a catalog of 200 subfaults* 144 locations
(28,800 tGFs) that is stored in a binary file (.hdf5 format) for easy access. Seafloor
deformation was assumed to be instantaneous and for some subfaults left an artifact on
the tGF waveform that needed to be filtered out with a low-pass filter. This artifact
reflects the motion of the subfault underneath the synthetic tide gauges and appears as
an instantaneous uplift or subsidence before the waveform begins.

3.4 Tsunami estimation algorithm
Once slip from the earthquake estimation algorithm has been generated, my
program can estimate the maximum wave height and arrival time of a tsunami using the
tGF catalog. Due to the linearity of tsunami generation and propagation (see section 3.5
below), tGFs from 1-m of slip on a subfault can be scaled by the observed slip, and tGFs
from multiple subfaults can be added together. I can receive slip from the earthquake
estimation algorithm and begin to estimate the tsunamis. The flow of the program is
shown in Fig. 2. Slip is obtained continuously and is available every second. Querying the
RabbitMQ, a message query server, provides the slip from the earthquake estimation
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algorithm. Once slip is obtained it enters into the tsunami estimation algorithm: the
tGFs are loaded into memory and the tGF for each subfault is multiplied by the slip for
that subfault. After that, the resulting tGFs for each tide gauge location are added
together. Finally, the maximum wave height for each location is extracted and sent with
the time of that maximum, in seconds from earthquake onset, to the MongoDB for
display in the GPSCockpit.

Figure 2: Flowchart of program's design.

3.5 Testing Program Assumptions: Linearity
One of the fundamental assumptions of the method behind my program is that
tsunami excitation and propagation is a linear process, such that one subfault producing
a waveform can mathematically be added to another waveform from an adjacent
13

subfault and produce the same tsunami observed at the tide gauges as if both subfaults
ruptured together and produced one waveform. For my program to operate and
produce accurate results, linearity must be preserved in three ways: linearity via
homogeneity, linearity via additivity, and the water depth at which these two linearity
characteristics hold true. Homogeneity of a function is defined as a function that
exhibits multiplicative behavior, 𝑓(𝑎𝑥) = 𝑎𝑓(𝑥). Additivity is defined as the sum of the
value of the function evaluated at two variables is the same as the function evaluated at
the sum of those variables 𝑓(𝑥) + 𝑓(𝑦) = 𝑓(𝑥 + 𝑦). Additionally, linearity is known to
break in tsunami propagation when ratio of amplitude to local depth approaches 1 so
the water depth of the synthetic tide gauge array must be tested to verify the tsunamis
are still behaving linearly (Yue et al., 2015).
3.5.1 Homogeneity Tests
Homogeneity was tested by showing that 𝑓(𝑎𝑥) = 𝑎𝑓(𝑥), where a is a scalar. I
placed one meter of slip on a subfault and a tGF was recorded on a synthetic tide gauge.
Next, five meters of slip was placed on the same subfault and the resultant tGF
compared with 5 * tGF for the 1 m of slip. Linearity is preserved for 20m water depth
because the waveforms closely align (Fig. 3).
3.5.2 Additivity Tests
The second test of linearity is the test of additivity: 𝑓(𝑥) + 𝑓(𝑦) = 𝑓(𝑥 + 𝑦),
where f(x) and f(y) are two different tGFs from two different subfaults. I placed 1 m of
slip across 5 separate subfaults and ran GeoClaw for each subfault separately, and
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together as one earthquake with 5 subfaults moving. I summed the 5 individual tGFs
and compared them to the tGF from all 5 moving together and the results are similar
(see Fig. 4).

Figure 3: Test of homogeneity. 1m of slip generated tsunami in GeoClaw multiplied by 5, plotted against 5 m of slip for the same
tide gauge location in GeoClaw.
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3.5.3 Water Depth Linearity
Testing the water depth of simulated tide gauges was to verify that the break in
tsunami linearity occurs shoreward of the tide gauge array. I placed synthetic tide
gauges in a shore perpendicular transect of one location at: 0, 1, 5, 10, 15, 20, 30, 40,
and 50 meters water depth (Fig. 5). I then repeated the tests of homogeneity and
additivity and found that from 15 m and deeper the tide gauges placed at those depths
preserved linearity for a tsunami of 2.5 meters maximum amplitude. However, at 15 m
the tGFs were slightly more out of phase than at 20 m, verifying 20 m water depth was
the shallowest option to preserve linearity. However, in cases where maximum slip is
sufficiently large to create amplitudes that drive the ratio of amplitude to local depth to
approach 1, linearity would fail at that at 20 m depth.

16

Figure 4: Test of additivity. 1m of slip for 5 separate subfaults moving individually, plotted against 1m of slip with the same
subfaults moving together.
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Figure 5: Tsunami linearity depth test. Using the homogeneity linearity test, different water depths plotted 20 m of slip against 1
m slip *20 m for differing water depths.
.
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CHAPTER 4
DISCUSSION
4.1. Sensitivity Tests:
For my program to be useful, an understanding must be obtained as to how
much information can be gleaned from wave heights at a synthetic tide gauge at 20
meters water depth. Toward this end, I performed a comparison of the on-land
differences that can be expected from tsunamis of the same size at the synthetic tide
gauges, as well as the size differences between a wave at 20 meters depth to the size of
the wave once it reaches shore. I generated 10 earthquakes with a diverse range of
subfault location and slip combinations (Fig. 6) that all generated 2m of maximum
waveheight off the coast at Seaside, OR (Satake et al., 2008). This location was chosen
because Seaside is commonly used in tsunami simulations, has current tsunami
warnings maps, and there is available bathymetry at 1/3 arc seconds, which is necessary
for accurately modeling inundation (Oregon Department of Geology and Mineral
Industries, 2013; NOAA Pacific Marine Environmental Laboratory, Center for Tsunami
Research NCTR, 2011; Pan et al., 2010). The amount of slip for each scenario was
generated by running my program’s output in reverse: adding together the tGFs for the
synthetic tide gauge in 20m water depth near Seaside, then dividing 2 m by the
maximum waveheight at that location generated by my program. The types of
19

earthquakes I tested were designed to represent a wide variety of possible earthquake
types (Fig. 6), including a small wavelength tsunami, a large wavelength tsunami, a
‘normal’ wavelength tsunami, a northern source, a southern source, and a central
source, as well as 3 random combinations of 8 disconnected subfaults to represent
earthquakes that are not realistic scenarios to illustrate that my program can extract
maximum wave heights regardless of earthquake origin but the inundations will vary. In
addition to calculating the tGFs at my tide gauge at 20 m depth, I also included a tide
gauge at only a few meters depth, and made a maximum inundation map of Seaside.
Each earthquake source was chosen to simulate a different type of event and illustrate
the differences between ruptures of different subfault combinations. The first criteria
was to produce tGFs of different wavelengths, therefore the Large wavelength, Regular
wavelength, and Small wavelength models were chosen because the width of the
rupture region produces different wavelength tsunamis (Fig. 6 & 7: a, b, j). The North,
South, and Central sources (Fig. 6d, g, i), were chosen to illustrate the differences in
inundation from the directionality of the tsunami when it hits Seaside. Finally, Random
1, Random 2, Random 3 (Fig. 6e, f, h) collections of subfaults were chosen to illustrate
how even non-real earthquake sources can produce the same wave height at a tide
gauge as a realistic source.
The waveform for each simulated tsunami reached a maximum of 2 meters at
the 20 meter Seaside tide gauge, but at the tide gauge at 2 meters water depth ranged
from 2.5 – 4 m between simulations (Fig. 7). Inundation from the Large wavelength,
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Regular wavelength, and Full rupture sources (Fig. 8a, b, c) produced a flow depth on
the beach at Seaside of around 5.5 meters, but did not significantly inundate the town.

Figure 6: Earthquake Scenarios for Seaside, OR. Diverse earthquakes used in comparing tGF from 20 m water depth
with tsunami inundation at Seaside, OR (black dot). Red patches indicate location of slip; note that the scale bar is
different for each. From top left to bottom right: a) Large wavelength, b) Central source, c) Full rupture, d) South
source, e) Random 1, f) Random 2, g) North Source, h) Random 3, i) Central source, j) Small wavelength. All generate 2
meters of maximum wave height at a tide gauge in 20 meters of water depth.

The South source (Fig. 8d), despite having the largest amount of slip, produced a flow
depth at the coastline of only a few meters. The First random collection and Second
random collection of subfaults (Fig. 8e, f), both had the highest flow depths (~6 m) at the
21

shoreline of Seaside with inundation towards the south end of Seaside, but only by
several tens of centimeters. The North source (Fig. 8g) had a fairly uniform flow depth of
~1.5 – 2.25 m with ~3 m at the south end of the beach, but did not significantly inundate
the town. The Third random collection of subfaults (Fig. 8h) inundated the shoreline
from the beach to the river, from the river mouth to approximately halfway to the south
end of the region monitored with flow depths as high as 6m in some portions of the
beach, and a few to a few 10s of centimeters between the beach and the river. The
Central source (Fig. 8i) shows a very uniform flow depth of ~1.5 meters over the
shoreline, beach and rivers, and inundates the land adjacent to both rivers with up to 1
meter of water. Lastly the Small wavelength model (Fig. 8j) has a flow depth of ~6.0 6.75 m on the beach and also inundates the land with 0.75 – 1.5 meters of water from
the river mouth to the southern edge of the inundation map.
The variations between the 20 m depth and 2 m depth (Fig. 7a, b) tide gauges
are due to the shoaling of the tsunami as it comes onshore. The differences in
inundation patterns at Seaside can be attributed to which subfaults were used to
generate the seafloor deformation. Those models that concentrated most of the
seafloor deformation along the western edge of the subduction zone (Fig. 6f, h, j)
produced the highest wave heights at the 2 m tide gauge, as well as the deepest flow
depths along the coast. This is because these earthquakes produce the smallest
wavelength tsunamis, and as the tsunami shoals the velocity decrease allows the
different wave trains to catch up and the wavelength shortens further and forces the
amplitude to increase.
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The differences in inundation patterns and shallow water wave heights leads to
the understanding that although my method estimates the wave height at 20 m water
depth the difference in inundation of a region can range from 59% to 96% of the
maximum inundation. The flow depth at a point on the beach of Seaside at ~45.997 N
ranges from a minimum of 2.5 m to 5.5 m depending on the earthquake scenario. The
fact that linearity breaks when the amplitude of the wave exceeds the water depth in
which it travels means that for shallower water as the wave gets closer to shore there is
a greater chance that linearity will break and any linear summing of tGFs will not be
accurate for predicting how the wave will behave on land. The other consideration for
why my program is not useful for inundation prediction is that different combinations of
subfaults produce very different inundations. While several of my models did produce
similar inundations of Seaside, there were enough differences that without more data
than my program produces it is impractical to suggest we could forward predict
inundation.
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Figure 7a: Simulated tide gauge data for different earthquakes scenarios. Comparison of the tGF for different
earthquake scenarios (Fig. 6) at 20 (red) and 2 (blue) m water depth at Seaside, OR. From top to bottom: Large
wavelength, Regular wavelength, Full rupture, South source, Random 1.
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Figure 7b: Simulated tide gauge data for different earthquakes scenarios. Comparison of the tGF for different
earthquake scenarios (Fig. 6) at 20 (red) and 2 (blue) m water depth at Seaside, OR. Random 2, North Source, Random
3, Central source, Small wavelength.
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Figure 8: Inundation maps of Seaside, OR from 10 different earthquake sources. a) Large wavelength, b) Regular
wavelength, c) Full rupture, d) South source, e) Random 1, f) Random 2, g) North source, h) Random 3, i) Central
source, k) Small wavelength. Figure is plotted with maximum wave amplitude in the ocean and maximum flow depth
on land.
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4.2 Tohoku:
Testing my method with real earthquake data is a good predictor of how well my
program will perform during a real-world scenario. I chose to use data from the 2011
Tohoku, Japan earthquake and tsunami as this earthquake has an abundance of
available GNSS data for getting slip from the GNSS inversion program (section 3.2) as
well as tide gauge data for the coastline north of Tokyo, Japan (Fig. 9), the region most
heavily hit by the tsunami, that I can use to compare my tGF output against (D. Melgar,
personal communication, 2017). The GNSS data was fed through our slip inversion
program to calculate the array of slip for each subfault in Japan. I then provided my
program the slip distribution, generated tGFs, and plotted them against real tide gauges
that exist north of Tokyo. For my Japan tGF catalog generation I used GEBCO_2014 30arcsecond bathymetry (Weatherall et al., 2015). Waveform comparisons between my
simulations and the observed (Fig. 9) show that while the general character of the
waveforms are similar, my program predicts the arrivals approximately 15 minutes
before the tsunami actually arrived and the amplitude is underestimated in all but one
of the tide gauges (Choshigyoko). This is expected. Previous work has shown the
inability of the GNSS inversion program to refine slip very far offshore (Crowell et al.,
2012). For example, the slip distribution (Fig. 10) from Shao et al. (2011), calculated
using teleseismic body and surface waves and refined with GNSS, is an example of many
for 2011 Tohoku that solve large slip (50 m in this example) near the trench. I also
simulated tsunamis from Shao et al.’s (2011) slip by averaging their slip contour (Fig 10.)
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for each 100x50 km subfault and used the average as the maximum slip for the subfault
(Fig. 11). This simulation’s tsunami arrival times shift closer to the observed
measurements (Fig. 11) than my original solution (Fig. 9) and the amplitudes are more
accurate. The calculated slip centroid from using only GNSS data in my original inversion
is located significantly down dip of the trench, centered at ~ 83 km depth, which is
closer to the coast than the actual calculated centroid (Shao et al., 2011). At a typical
tsunami water propagation speed for 2-4 km depth, this accounts for the 15-20 minutes
discrepancy between the arrival time of the peak amplitude my program predicts versus
what actually occurred. It also accounts for the general under-prediction of the
observed wave heights because slip placed closer to land is deeper on the subduction
zone and is not as efficient at tsunami excitation as shallow rupture near the trench
(Geist, 2002). As a result, the GNSS inversion program’s inability to refine slip far
offshore will cause my program to predict earlier arrival times of incoming tsunamis
than will actually occur.
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Figure 9: Slip Distribution and tGFs for GNSS Tohoku solution. Left: Slip model for Tohoku. Japan 2011 earthquake
output my GNSS inversion program (section 3.2)
Right: Comparison of waveforms for tide gauges in the region surrounding Sendai from the 2011 Tohoku earthquake
(red) and my program’s output for the slip model on the left (blue).
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Figure 10: Slip distribution adapted from Shao et al. (2011).
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Figure 11: Slip distribution and tGFS for Tohoku, 2011. Findings from Tohoku,. Japan 2011 earthquake using slip
obtained from the Shao et al., (2011) slip distribution (Figure 10) and processed through my program. The resulting
tGFs (red) are plotted against actual tide gauge waveforms observations (blue).
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4.3 Limitations of my program
My program is limited in its ability to predict tsunami amplitudes and arrivals
because the pre-computed catalog of tGFs is a static assumption. GeoClaw assumes that
all slip happens instantaneously and vertically, unlike the dynamic rupture of real events
(MacInnes et al., 2013; Arcos and LeVeque, 2014; Menke and Levin, 2005) . Melgar et al.
(2015) found that a kinematic earthquake source model, in which slip begins on one
subfault and over time ruptures to other subfaults, provided a better tsunami amplitude
prediction than a strictly static source model, which over-estimated the size of the
tsunami. Additionally, combining the vertical seafloor deformation and the horizontal
motion of the bathymetry more accurately represents the motion of the seafloor that
generates the tsunami (Melgar and Bock, 2015). If the ideal use of my program is to
provide exact wave heights and arrival times the limitations arising from a static source
and strictly vertical displacements will render the end result less accurate.
As discussed in detail in section 4.1 another limitation is that my program’s
output is the tsunami wave height at 20 m water depth; it does not predict inundation
or the wave height at the shoreline. Using a tide gauge at 20 m water depth provided a
near shore estimation that still reacted linearly so that the multiplicity and additivity
built into my program does not break (Section 3.5). We can see from section 4.1 that the
shoaling of different tsunamis affect the wave height change between 20 m and 2 m
water depth, indicating that not all tsunamis shoal the same. Fig. 7a,b shows a
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comparison of the waveforms from the same earthquake sources at 20 m depth vs 2 m
depth. There is a difference in wave height at these two depths due to the scaling of the
wave as it moves up the continental slope.

4.4 Further work
The next step of evolution of this project involves modifying the program to
allow for multiple subduction zones to be processed simultaneously. Currently the
program only runs in real-time for Cascadia, but will be expanded by myself to include
other locations where PANGA has access to real-time GNSS input, such as Mexico and
Chile. Additional testing of the program against other real earthquakes will help further
refine the predictive capabilities of the program.
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSION
The current state of tsunami early warning depends on how accurately and
quickly an earthquake is characterized, which can take critical evacuation time for
warnings to be issued. Using GNSS to characterize earthquakes is much more rapid than
traditional seismic methods, and can be utilized to assess tsunami risk before tsunami
arrival and giving at-risk communities more time to evacuate.
My program, which adapts the slip obtained from a rtGNSS inversion program to
calculate tsunami wave heights generated by subduction zone earthquakes, works
rapidly and in real-time. It is currently implemented for Cascadia and can be adapted to
other subduction zones. Slip is continuously output from the slip estimation inversion
(section 3.2) and my program continuously convolves the slip with the pre-computed
tGFs and outputs maximum wave heights at 20 m water depth. The advantage of having
a tsunami warning within a few minutes will provide tsunami warning centers much
needed information to determine if an evacuation needs to be issued.
The tsunamis my program predicts are limited by the rtGNSS inversion program’s
ability to locate regions of slip accurately, which strongly affect tsunami arrival times,
typically predicting they will arrive earlier than actual. Frequently the largest amount of
slip in subduction zone earthquakes is far offshore, while GNSS receivers are onshore
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and have a limited reaction to offshore motion. A program utilizing only GNSS data,
cannot identify the location of maximum slip as precisely as an analysis using seismic
waves.
Ultimately, the advantage of a program based on GNSS is the rapidity with which
an earthquake can be characterized and will lead to an earlier tsunami warning. In the
event of an incoming tsunami my program’s ability to forecast maximum wave heights
and their arrivals will help save lives.
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APPENDIX:
A.1 – Generating a tsunami Green’s function (tGF) catalog
There are several steps in order to generate a tGF catalog for a subduction zone.
1. First bathymetry is needed. 30 arcsecond is sufficient as its decent for
deep ocean tracking and not so fine that geoclaw will take longer to run.
Here are two sources of different bathymetric data, the SCRIPPS (b)
product has some weird artifacts in it for Chile so GEBCO might be a
better choice over all.
a. https://www.gebco.net/data_and_products/gridded_bathymetry
_data/
i. GEBCO bathymetry can be downloaded for a specific
region, you’ll want a NETCDF version of the bathymetry
b. http://topex.ucsd.edu/WWW_html/srtm30_plus.html
i. This is available for the entire world but can use GMT to
cut it to the size you want
c. The main thing about the bathymetry that GeoClaw really needs
to work is gridline node registration, which is where the depth
measurements are located, whether they’re in the corner (pixel
node) or center (gridline) GeoClaw assumes that the bathymetry
is gridline registered. The easiest way to get this is to download a
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netcdf file and use GMT to cut or convert it to the correct
registration.
2. A Fault model file.
a. This file is a list of the centers of the finite fault model of
whichever subduction zone being examined.
b. It is important to note if the centers are top centers, bottom
centers, or something different (where the depth measurement is
located).
c. The fault model file should contain:
i. Lat/Lon
ii. Depth
iii. Strike
iv. Dip
v. Rake
vi. Length
vii. Width
3. A list of points to track as synthetic tide gauges
a. For Cascadia I used points every 10 km along the coast of
Cascadia. For Chile and Japan I used the locations of current tide
gauges
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b. Using GMT cut the 20m contour adjacent to the coast of the
subduction zone, that surrounds the tide gauges if you have a list
of tide gauges to use.
i. gmt grdcontour ‘bathymetry_file’ -Rregion -C+-20 -V -D
output_file
c. Import the new points to Google earth to select the most
appropriate for the area, then save those lat/lons to a name
d. The tide gauges should be listed in an order, I use North to South
as my numbering system, with the furthest north tide gauge as
number 0.
4. maketopo.py
a. This needs to be modified from the original to allow another
program (geoclaw_interface.py) to feed the subfault info to
generate the seafloor deformation files
5. geoclaw_interface.py
a. The location of the fault parameter file should be provided, or
include it into the folder containing all geoclaw scripts
b. Update it for whichever portion of the subduction zone is to be
run, I recommend if possible to spread the process over several
computers to speed up the processing time.
6. setrun.py
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a. Update the refinement, tide gauge locations, region of interest
and bathy
b. Very important, to make the final tsunami estimation program
run correctly all tide gauges must have the same output length
(number of lines/timesteps) so that all green’s functions arrays
are equal length.
c. To do this you must refine over the areas surrounding the
earthquakes the same, as well as the tide gauges. See example
7. Put everything into a single folder or make sure your setrun and
geoclaw_interface knows where the fault model and bathy files are then
type in python geoclaw_interface.py. Take a break and do something else
as this will take several hours at a minimum.
Once the catalog is generated, verify that all waveforms are exactly the same
length and look like waveforms. If the GF looks like a flat line above the 0 line
then your tide gauge isn’t in water per GeoClaw, check your bathy registration
then your coordinates to ensure they’re correct.
Finally you have a catalog generated. If you have artifacts in the waveforms
(areas where it appears subsidence or uplift, the waveforms can be filtered using
a lowpass filter. Also waveforms can be cut to less than approximately 1 data
point per second, so that the final files aren’t so huge.
Finally run tGFs_to_hdf5.py to place the waveforms in the binary output for
faster loading/processing.
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For the program to run:
1. Fault model file
2. Binary file containing tGFs
3. Put it on the linux machine provided and run Do_Stuff.py

A.2 PROGRAM DOCUMENTATION:
A.2.1 What does each module do?

Do_stuff.py
This program connects several scripts together to get slip from a GPS
earthquake characterization system multiplies the slip to tsunamis generated on
multiple subfaults using GeoClaw, then adds the waveforms together to get a
new waveform for all tracked tide gauges, and reports the max height and arrival
time of that max to a database for display in GPSCockpit.

Slip_Queue.py
This program connects to the RabbitMQ, pulls out slip, time, model, and passes it
back to Do_stuff.py for processing.

Calculate_tsunami.py
This code takes the un-altered green's functions and slip, multiplies each slip value
to the
appropriate subfault number to get the correct amount of slip per subfault and then sums
each
waveform for each site (gauge location) and passes one array rather than 200 back to the
rest of the program.
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find_max.py
Find the maximum value in an array and its associated time and return it to another
program. This will take the maximum waveheight per site location and return that value and
its time

Coastal_points_import_array.py
Reads in a dictionary of points along the West US Coast, and writes out the lat/lon to
a text file that can be looped over in geoclaw

Create_dict.py
Binds, the maximum amplitude, maximum time and coastal points array into a
dict to be passed to the MongoDB

mongo_dict.py
Connect to the MongoDB and pass my tsunami outputs to the database.
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maketopo.py
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.

"""
Create topo and dtopo files needed for this example:
etopo10min120W60W60S0S.asc
download from GeoClaw topo repository
dtopo_usgs100227.tt3
create using Okada model
Prior to Clawpack 5.2.1, the fault parameters we specified in a .cfg file,
but now they are explicit below.
Call functions with makeplots==True to create plots of topo, slip, and dtopo.
"""
from __future__ import absolute_import
from __future__ import print_function
import os
import clawpack.clawutil.data
try:
CLAW = os.environ['CLAW']
except:
raise Exception("*** Must first set CLAW enviornment variable")
# # Scratch directory for storing topo and dtopo files:
# scratch_dir = os.path.join(CLAW, 'geoclaw', 'scratch')
#
# def get_topo(makeplots=False):
#
"""
#
Retrieve the topo file from the GeoClaw repository.
#
"""
#
from clawpack.geoclaw import topotools
#
topo_fname = 'etopo10min120W60W60S0S.asc'
#
url = 'http://www.geoclaw.org/topo/etopo/' + topo_fname
#
clawpack.clawutil.data.get_remote_file(url, output_dir=scratch_dir,
#
file_name=topo_fname, verbose=True)
#
#
if makeplots:
#
from matplotlib import pyplot as plt
#
topo = topotools.Topography(os.path.join(scratch_dir,topo_fname), topo
_type=2)
#
topo.plot()
#
fname = os.path.splitext(topo_fname)[0] + '.png'
#
plt.savefig(fname)
#
print("Created ",fname)
#
class Maketopo:
def __init__(self, lat, lon, depth, strike, dip, length, width, i, slip, rak
e):
self.lat = lat
self.lon = lon
self.depth = depth
self.strike = strike
self.dip = dip
self.length = length
self.width = width
self.index = i
self.slip = slip
self.rake = rake
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56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.
73.
74.
75.
76.
77.
78.
79.
80.
81.
82.
83.
84.
85.
86.
87.
88.
89.
90.
91.
92.
93.
94.
95.
96.
97.
98.
99.
100.
101.
102.
103.
104.
105.
106.
107.
108.
109.
110.
111.
112.
113.
114.
115.

def make_dtopo(self, makeplots=False):
"""
Create dtopo data file for deformation of sea floor due to earthquake.
Uses the Okada model with fault parameters and mesh specified below.
"""
from clawpack.geoclaw import dtopotools
import numpy
dtopo_fname = "dtopo_%03d.tt3" % self.index
# Specify subfault parameters for this simple fault model consisting
# of a single subfault:
usgs_subfault = dtopotools.SubFault()
usgs_subfault.strike = self.strike
usgs_subfault.length = self.length*1e3
usgs_subfault.width = self.width*1e3
usgs_subfault.depth = self.depth*1e3
usgs_subfault.slip = self.slip
usgs_subfault.rake = self.rake
usgs_subfault.dip = self.dip
usgs_subfault.longitude = self.lon
usgs_subfault.latitude = self.lat
usgs_subfault.coordinate_specification = "top center"
fault = dtopotools.Fault()
fault.subfaults = [usgs_subfault]
#
# print("Mw = ",fault.Mw())
# f = open("Mw_%03d.txt" %self.index, 'w')
# f.write(str(fault.Mw()))
# f.close()

if os.path.exists(dtopo_fname):
print("*** Not regenerating dtopo file (already exists): %s" \
% dtopo_fname)
else:
print("Using Okada model to create dtopo file")
x = numpy.linspace(-130, -119, 100)
y = numpy.linspace(40, 51, 100)
times = [1.]
fault.create_dtopography(x,y,times)
dtopo = fault.dtopo
dtopo.write(dtopo_fname, dtopo_type=3)

if makeplots:
from matplotlib import pyplot as plt
if fault.dtopo is None:
# read in the pre-existing file:
print("Reading in dtopo file...")
dtopo = dtopotools.DTopography()
dtopo.read(dtopo_fname, dtopo_type=3)
x = dtopo.x
y = dtopo.y
plt.figure(figsize=(12,7))
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116.
ax1 = plt.subplot(121)
117.
ax2 = plt.subplot(122)
118.
fault.plot_subfaults(axes=ax1,slip_color=True)
119.
ax1.set_xlim(x.min(),x.max())
120.
ax1.set_ylim(y.min(),y.max())
121.
dtopo.plot_dZ_colors(1.,axes=ax2)
122.
fname = os.path.splitext(os.path.split(dtopo_fname)[1])[0] + '.png'
123.
plt.savefig(fname)
124.
print("Created ",fname)
125.
126.
127.
if __name__=='__main__':
128.
mtopo = Maketopo(1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1, 1, 1)
129.
mtopo.make_dtopo(False)
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geoclaw_interface.py

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.

# -*- coding: utf-8 -*"""
Spyder Editor
This is a temporary script file.
"""
import numpy as np
import subprocess
from maketopo import Maketopo
import glob
import shutil
import os
path = "/clawpack-v5.4.1/geoclaw/examples/tsunami/SF20-39"
subfault_list = np.loadtxt("Cascadia20x10.d")
convergence = 45
lat = subfault_list[:,0]
lon = subfault_list[:,1]
depth = subfault_list[:,2]
strike = subfault_list[:,3]
dip = subfault_list[:,4]
length = subfault_list[:,5]
width = subfault_list[:,6]
slip = 1
rake = strike - convergence
rake = rake + 180.
for k in range(0,len(rake)):
if(rake[k] > 360):
rake[k] = rake[k] - 360
if (rake[k] < 0):
rake[k] = rake[k] + 360

for i in range(20, 40): #len(lat)
mt = Maketopo(lat[i], lon[i], depth[i], strike[i], dip[i], length[i], width[
i], i, slip, rake[i])
mt.make_dtopo(False)
##os.path.copy eq file into original dtopo file adn then copy to a new one f
or each iteration
subprocess.call(['make', 'topo'])
shutil.copyfile('dtopo_%03d.tt3' %i, 'dtopo.tt3')
subprocess.call(["make", "new"])
subprocess.call(["make", ".output"])
path_final = os.path.join(path, "eq_%03d" % i)
os.mkdir(path_final)
out_folder = os.path.join(path, "_output")
#plot_folder = os.path.join(path, "_plots")
files = os.listdir(os.path.join(path, out_folder))
for f in files:
if (f.startswith('gauge')):
out_file = os.path.join(out_folder, f)
shutil.move(out_file, path_final)
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54.
55.
56.
57.
58.

mv_eq = os.path.join(path, "dtopo_%03d.tt3" %i)
#shutil.move(out_file, path_final)
shutil.move(mv_eq, path_final)
#shutil.move(plot_folder, path_final)
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setrun.py
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

# --------------# Spatial domain:
# --------------# Number of space dimensions:
clawdata.num_dim = num_dim
# Lower and upper edge of computational domain:
clawdata.lower[0] = -130.0
# west longitude
clawdata.upper[0] = -119.0
# east longitude
clawdata.lower[1] = 40.00
clawdata.upper[1] = 51.00

# south latitude
# north latitude

# Number of grid cells: Coarsest grid
clawdata.num_cells[0] = 33
clawdata.num_cells[1] = 33

1. # --------------2.
# AMR parameters:
3.
# --------------4.
amrdata = rundata.amrdata
5.
6.
# max number of refinement levels:
7.
amrdata.amr_levels_max = 4
8.
9.
# List of refinement ratios at each level (length at least mxnest-1)
10.
amrdata.refinement_ratios_x = [4,5,2]
11.
amrdata.refinement_ratios_y = [4,5,2]
12.
amrdata.refinement_ratios_t = [4,5,2]
13.
14.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

# --------------# Regions:
# --------------rundata.regiondata.regions = []
# to specify regions of refinement append lines of the form
# [minlevel,maxlevel,t1,t2,x1,x2,y1,y2]
rundata.regiondata.regions.append([4, 4, 0, 100e11, -127.75, 121.65, 40.00, 51.00]) ##-124.00,-123.94,45.967,45.10
# --------------# Gauges:
# --------------rundata.gaugedata.gauges = []
# for gauges append lines of the form
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[gaugeno, x, y, t1, t2]

14.
15.
16.

#rundata.gaugedata.gauges.append([32412, -86.392, -17.975, 0., 1.e10])
rundata.gaugedata.gauges.append([0, -124.699, 48.3208, 0, 14400])
rundata.gaugedata.gauges.append([1, -124.701, 48.2792, 0, 14400])

For refining over a large region like Chile or Japan:
1. # --------------2.
# Regions:
3.
# --------------4.
rundata.regiondata.regions = []
5.
gauge_locations = 'AS_JAP_gauges.txt'
6.
gauge_loc = []
7.
# to specify regions of refinement append lines of the form
8.
# [minlevel,maxlevel,t1,t2,x1,x2,y1,y2]
9.
rundata.regiondata.regions.append([1, 3, 0, 100e11, 124.0, 148.0, 27.0, 51.00]
) ##-124.00,-123.94,45.967,45.10
10. with open(gauge_locations) as f:
11.
for line in f:
12.
(id, lon, lat, name) = line.split()
13.
gauge_loc.append([float(lon), float(lat)])
14. dx = .15
15. for row in gauge_loc:
16.
rundata.regiondata.regions.append([6,6, 0, 100e11, row[0] - dx, row[0] + d
x,
17.
row[1] - dx, row[1] + dx])
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tGFs_to_hdf5.py
1. """"
2. This code takes the unaltered green's functions and slip, multiplies each slip value to the
3. appropriate subfault number to get the correct amount of slip per subfault and t
hen sums each
4. waveform for each site (gauge location) and passes one array rather than 200 bac
k to the
5. rest of the program.
6. """
7.
8.
9. import numpy as np
10. import h5py
11. import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
12. import scipy as sp
13. import os
14. import obspy
15.
16.
17.
18. #create a dictionary to store the completed array
19. mongo_dict = {}
20. #maule_slip = np.loadtxt('/Users/jeffriesc/Research_Stuff/tohoku_slip.txt')
21.
22. #initialize the array
23. max_array = np.zeros(shape=(27,2))
24.
25.
26. def calc_tsunami(slip_result, tgf_path, model):
27.
"""This function calculates the tsunami sized from slip"""
28.
gf = h5py.File(os.path.join(tgf_path, '{}.hdf5'.format(model)), 'r')
29.
time_array = np.array(gf['time/timedata'])
30.
31.
#dictionary for holding slip calculations
32.
new_sf = []
33.
34.
# declare empty array with max size
35.
waveheight_per_site = np.zeros(shape=(len(time_array), 17))
36.
37.
#loop over index adn slip value from slip array
38.
for i, slip in enumerate(slip_result):
39.
print(slip)
40.
#make sure slip is a float not string
41.
s = float(slip)
42.
43.
#multiply slip by each subfault
44.
new_sf.append(slip*gf['GF/{:03}'.format(i)][:])
45.
46.
# iterate over all the subfaults and add all subfaults together per site
47.
for sf in new_sf:
48.
49.
waveheight_per_site += sf
50.
51.
# return the slip_at_site array and the time array
52.
return((waveheight_per_site, time_array, new_sf))
53.
54. def load_tsun(wave, time_interval, sf_list, gauges, eq_path):
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55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.
73.

w = wave
t = time_interval
print(w.shape, t.shape)
stream = obspy.read(os.path.join(eq_path, 'Hanasaki.tsun'))
trace = stream[0]
trace = trace.trim(starttime=obspy.UTCDateTime('2011-03-11T05:46:24'),
endtime=obspy.UTCDateTime('2011-03-11T09:46:00'))
row = len(trace)
gauge_data = np.zeros(shape=(row, len(gauges)))
for pair in gauges:
station, number = pair
if not station.startswith('2'):
print(station, number)
st = obspy.read(os.path.join(eq_path,'{}.tsun'.format(station)))
trace = st[0]
tr = trace.trim(starttime=obspy.UTCDateTime('2011-0311T05:46:24'), endtime=obspy.UTCDateTime('2011-03-11T09:46:00'))
print(len(tr.data))
eq_time = tr.times()
eq_height = np.copy(trace.data)
print(number)
index = number -1
gauge_data[:,index] = (eq_height)
return(gauge_data, eq_time)

74.
75.
76.
77.
78.
79.
80.
81.
82.
83. def plot_gauges(gauges, wave, time_interval, g, eq_time):
84.
85.
additional_increments = 1
86.
units_per_tick = 15
87.
seconds_per_increment = 15. * 60
88.
num_ticks = int(np.floor(max(time) / seconds_per_increment) + additional_inc
rements)
89.
fig = plt.figure(figsize=(10, 10))
90.
plt.subplots_adjust(hspace=0.000)
91.
number_of_subplots = len(gauges)
92.
93.
94.
for i, v in enumerate(range(number_of_subplots)):
95.
v = v + 1
96.
ax = plt.subplot(number_of_subplots, 1, v)
97.
ax.plot(time_interval, wave[:, v], 'b', label='Program output')
98.
ax.plot(eq_time, g[:,i], 'r', label='2011 Tohoku EQ')
99.
ax.set_title('{}'.format(str(gauges[i][0])), loc='Center')
100.
ax.title.set_position([0.5, .8])
101.
ax.axhline(y=0.00, xmin=0, xmax=14400, c='black', linewidth=.5,
zorder=0)
102.
103.
plt.xlabel("Time (minutes)", fontsize=16) # declare the x axis labe
l
104.
plt.ylabel("Wave Amplitude (m)", fontsize=16, position=[0.25, 2.5])
105.
106.
plt.axhline(y=0.00, xmin=0, xmax=14400, c='black', linewidth=.5, zor
der=0) # draw a zero line
107.
plt.xticks([seconds_per_increment * i for i in range(num_ticks)],
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108.

['%d' % (i * units_per_tick) for i in range(num_ticks)])

109.
plt.legend(loc='upper right', bbox_to_anchor=(1,5.5))
110.
plt.show()
111.
# plt.savefig('/Users/jeffriesc/Desktop/{}.png'.format(station))
112.
113.
def trim(waves, time):
114.
t = time
115.
dt = 15
116.
tlims = [0, 4 * 3600]
117.
x = waves[:, 0]
118.
itrim = np.intersect1d(np.where(t >= tlims[0])[0], np.where(t <= tli
ms[1])[0])
119.
time_interval = np.arange(tlims[0], tlims[1] + dt, dt)
120.
x = x[itrim]
121.
x = np.interp(time_interval, t, x)
122.
123.
wave = np.zeros(shape=(len(x), len(waves.T)))
124.
print(wave)
125.
for i in range(waves.shape[1]):
126.
# w = np.array(waves[:, i])
127.
w = np.array(waves[itrim,i])
128.
t = t[itrim]
129.
130.
w = np.interp(time_interval, t, w)
131.
print(len(t), len(w), len(time_interval))
132.
wave[:,i] = w
133.
return(wave, time_interval)
134.
135.
136.
path = '/Users/jeffriesc/Data/AS_JAP/EQData/Slip'
137.
tgf_path = '/Users/jeffriesc/Data/AS_JAP/Catalog/japan_centroid'
138.
model = 'AS_JAP'
139.
slip = np.load('tohokuv2.npy')
140.
# slip =np.genfromtxt('/Users/jeffriesc/Data/AS_JAP/EQData/GMTSlip/Tohok
u_Shao.csv', usecols=9, delimiter=',', skip_header=1)
141.
print(slip)
142.
#slip = np.loadtxt(os.path.join(path, 'tohoku_slip.txt'))
143.
144.
waves, time, sf_list = calc_tsunami(slip, tgf_path, model)
145.
wave, time_interval = trim(waves, time)
146.
147.
gauge_file = os.path.join('/Users/jeffriesc/Data', 'AS_JAP/Catalog/AS_JA
P', 'Sendai_gauges.txt')
148.
gauge_name = np.genfromtxt(gauge_file, usecols=3, dtype='str')
149.
gauge_no = np.genfromtxt(gauge_file, usecols=0, dtype='int')
150.
151.
gauges = []
152.
for i in range(len(gauge_no)):
153.
station, no = (gauge_name[i], gauge_no[i])
154.
155.
gauges.append((station, no))
156.
157.
eq_path = os.path.join('/Users/jeffriesc/Data/AS_JAP/EQData/', 'Tohoku',
'TideGauges')
158.
# tlims = [0, 4*3600]
159.
# dt = 15
160.
#
161.
# itrim = np.intersect1d(np.where(waves >= tlims[0])[0], np.where(waves
<=tlims[1])[0])
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162.
163.
164.
165.
166.
167.
168.
169.
170.
171.
172.

#
#
#
#
#

waves = waves[itrim]
time = time[itrim]
time_interval = np.arange(tlims[0], tlims[1] + dt, dt)
waves = np.interp(time_interval, time, waves)

print(len(wave), len(time_interval))
g, eq_time = load_tsun(wave, time_interval, sf_list, gauges, eq_path)
plot_gauges(gauges, wave, time_interval, g, eq_time)
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calc_tsunami() (in module
Calculate_tsunami) Calculate_tsunami
(module) Coastal_points_import_array
(module)

coastal_points_tracking_array() (in
module Coastal_points_import_array)
create_dict (module)
create_dictionary() (in module
create_dict)

D
Do_stuff (module)

F
find_max (module)

G
get_max_waveheight()
(find_max.MaxHeight method)

L
goat (module)
load_tsunamis() (in module load_tsunamis_memory) load_tsunamis_memory (module)
M

MaxHeight (class in find_max)

mongo_dict (module)

R
RabbitMQInterface (class in Slip_Queue)
(Slip_Queue.RabbitMQInterface method)
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run()

S
SendToMongoDB (class in mongo_dict)
store() (mongo_dict.SendToMongoDB method)
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Slip_Queue (module)

Python Module Index
c|d|f|g|l|m|s

c
Calculate_tsunami
Coastal_points_import_array
create_dict

d
Do_stuff

f
find_max

g
goat

l
load_tsunamis_memory

m
mongo_dict

s
Slip_Queue

Do_stuff module
59

This program connects several scripts together to get slip from a GPS earthquake
characterization system multiplies the slip to tsunamis generated on multiple
subfaults using GeoClaw, then adds the waveforms together to get a new
waveform for all tracked tide gauges, and reports the max height and arrival time
of that max to a database for display in GPSCockpit

Slip_Queue module
This program connects to the RabbitMQ, pulls out slip, time, model, passes it back to
Do_Stuff.py for processing.
class
Slip_Queue.RabbitMQInterface(queue)

[source]

Bases: threading.Thread
Super Class to use threading to grab slip
in a timely manner (every second)

Attributes: daemon
A boolean value indicating whether this
thread is a daemon thread.
ident

Thread identifier of this thread or None if it has not been
started.
name

A string used for identification purposes only.

Methods
isAlive()

Return whether the thread is alive.
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is_alive()

Return whether the thread is alive.

join([timeout])

Wait until the thread terminates.

run()

A function that connects to the RabbitMQ and
returns the slip, model and time Returns ——-

start()

Start the thread’s activity.

getName
isDaemon
setDaemon
setName
[source]

run()

A function that connects to the RabbitMQ and returns the slip, model and
time Returns ——-

Calculate_tsunami module
This code takes the un-altered green’s functions and slip, multiplies each slip value
to the appropriate subfault number to get the correct amount of slip per subfault
and then sums each waveform for each site (gauge location) and passes one array
rather than 200 back to the rest of the program.
——-

Calculate_tsunami.calc_tsunami(slip_r
esult)
This function calculates the tsunami
sized from slip

waveheight
_per_site:
the new

Parameters: slip_result: The

tGF array

slip array obtained

for each

from RabbitMQ

location

for each model

time array:

Returns:

time array
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[source]

find_max
module

[source]

class find_max.MaxHeight
Bases: object
Find the maximum value in an array and its associated time and return it to
another program. This will take the maximum waveheight per site location
and return that value and its time
Methods

[source]
Extract the maximum waveheight from
the tGF and time arrays Parameters ——
—- tsunami_array: the array of tGFs for
each location time_array: the time steps
array

get_max_waveheight(tsunami_array,

time_array)

get_max_waveheight(tsunami_array,
time_array)
Extract the maximum waveheight from the tGF and time arrays Parameters ———tsunami_array: the array of tGFs for each location time_array: the time steps array
Returns:
max_amp: the maximum height of each tGF max_time: the arrival time
of max_amp
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Coastal_points_import_array
module
Reads in a dictionary of points along the West US Coast, and writes out the lat/lon to a
text file that can be looped over in geoclaw
Coastal_points_import_array.coastal_p
oints_tracking_array()
Loads a file that keeps all of the points
along the coast that correspond to tide
gauges data we’re

[source]

performing calculations on. This is so the indexes of each array can be tied together for
posting in the GPSCockpit Returns ——- coastal_points_array: The array of synthetic tide
gauge locations

create_dict
module
create_dict.create_dictionary(mod
el_name, epoch, max_time,
max_amp, sites)
[source]

Parameters: model_name: Cascadia
epoch: time stamp in seconds (earthquake origin) max_time: time of the maximum
waveheight max_amp: value of the maximum waveheight sites: lat/lon of all sites
Returns:
db_dict: returns the final dict
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mongo_dict
module

[source]

class mongo_dict.SendToMongoDB
Bases: threading.Thread
This class is to connect to the MongoDB and pass my tsunami outputs to the database. It
is a super class to inherit threading
Attributes: daemon
A boolean value indicating whether this thread is a daemon thread.
ident

Thread identifier of this thread or None if it has not been started.
name

A string used for identification purposes only.
Methods
isAlive()

Return whether the thread is alive.

is_alive()

Return whether the thread is alive.

join([timeout]) Wait until the thread terminates.
run()

Method representing the thread’s activity.

start()

Start the thread’s activity.

store(output) Function that passes the tsunami dictionary
getName
isDaemon
setDaemon
setName
store(output)
Function that passes the tsunami
dictionary

[source]
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goat module
A file to hold all the variables pertaining to Cascadia

1

Source code for Calculate_tsunami
1. """
2. This code takes the unaltered green's functions and slip, multiplies each slip value to the
3. appropriate subfault number to get the correct amount of slip per subfault and t
hen sums each
4. waveform for each site (gauge location) and passes one array rather than 200 bac
k to the
5. rest of the program.
6. """
7.
8. import numpy as np
9. import h5py
10.
11. # create a dictionary to store the completed array
12. mongo_dict = {}
13.
14. # initialize the array
15. max_array = np.zeros(shape=(145, 2))
16.
17.
18. [docs]def calc_tsunami(slip_result):
19.
"""
20.
This function calculates the tsunami sized from slip
21.
22.
Parameters
23.
---------24.
slip_result: The slip array obtained from RabbitMQ for each model
25.
26.
Returns:
27.
------28.
waveheight_per_site: the new tGF array for each location
29.
time array: time array
30.
31.
"""
32.
gf = h5py.File('tsunamis.hdf5', 'r')
33.
time_array = np.array(gf['time/timedata'])
34.
35.
# dictionary for holding slip calculations
36.
new_sf = []
37.
38.
# declare empty array with max size
39.
waveheight_per_site = np.zeros(shape=(len(time_array), 145))
40.
41.
# loop over index adn slip value from slip array
42.
for i, slip in enumerate(slip_result):
43.
# print(i)
44.
# make sure slip is a float not string
45.
s = float(slip)
46.
47.
# multiply slip by each subfault
48.
new_sf.append(s * gf['GF/{:03}'.format(i)][:])
49.
50.
# iterate over all the subfaults and add all subfaults together per site
51.
for sf in new_sf:
52.
waveheight_per_site += sf

2

53.
54.
55.

# return the slip_at_site array and the time array
return (waveheight_per_site, time_array)

3

Source code for Coastal_points_import_array
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

# -*- coding: utf-8 -*"""
Reads in a dictionary of points along the West US Coast, and writes out the
lat/lon to a text file that can be looped over in geoclaw
"""
import numpy as np

[docs]def coastal_points_tracking_array():
"""
Loads a file that keeps all of the points along the coast that correspond
to tide gauges data we're performing calculations on. This is so the indexes
of

15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

each array can be tied together for posting in the GPSCockpit
Returns
------coastal_points_array: The array of synthetic tide gauge locations
"""
# declare the original file path and open the file as an array
coastal_points_file = 'Coast_points.txt'
coastal_points_array = np.loadtxt(coastal_points_file)
return coastal_points_array
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Source code for create_dict
1. import numpy as np
2.
3.
4. [docs]def create_dictionary(model_name, epoch, max_time, max_amp, sites):
5.
"""
6.
7.
Parameters
8.
---------9.
model_name: Cascadia
10.
epoch: time stamp in seconds (earthquake origin)
11.
max_time: time of the maximum waveheight
12.
max_amp: value of the maximum waveheight
13.
sites: lat/lon of all sites
14.
15.
Returns
16.
------17.
db_dict: returns the final dict
18.
"""
19.
20.
db_dict = {}
21.
db_dict['t'] = epoch
22.
db_dict['model'] = model_name
23.
time = np.ndarray.tolist(max_time)
24.
db_dict['max_time'] = time
25.
waveheight = np.ndarray.tolist(max_amp)
26.
db_dict['max_waveheight'] = waveheight
27.
locs = np.ndarray.tolist(sites)
28.
db_dict['locations'] = locs
29.
return(db_dict)
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Source code for find_max
1. import numpy as np
2.
3.
4. [docs]class MaxHeight(object):
5.
6.
"""
7.
Find the maximum value in an array and its associated time and return it to
another program.
8.
This will take the maximum waveheight per site location and return that valu
e and its time
9.
"""
10.
def __init__(self):
11.
self.waveheights = []
12.
self.times = []
13.
self.name = None
14.
15. [docs]
def get_max_waveheight(self, tsunami_array, time_array):
16.
"""
17.
Extract the maximum waveheight from the tGF and time arrays
18.
Parameters
19.
---------20.
tsunami_array: the array of tGFs for each location
21.
time_array: the time steps array
22.
23.
Returns
24.
------25.
max_amp: the maximum height of each tGF
26.
max_time: the arrival time of max_amp
27.
28.
"""
29.
30.
# grab the index of the hightest value for that array
31.
max_index = np.argmax(tsunami_array, axis=0)
32.
33.
# get the max value from the waveheight
34.
max_amp = np.max(tsunami_array, axis=0)
35.
36.
# use the index from the maximum waveheight to get the time
37.
max_time = time_array[max_index]
38.
39.
# return max time and max waveheight to be sent to the MongoDB
40.
return(max_amp, max_time)
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Source code for load_tsunamis_memory
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.

import os
import numpy as np

# Path of the tide gauge files
path = "/Users/jeffriesc/Desktop/GF"

[docs]def load_tsunamis():
"""
This function opens up all of the tide gauge text files, reads them in and w
rites the values
to a dictionary. This dictionary is then saved in memory to be passed along
to all modules for
the tsunami early warning program.
:return: returns dictionary of tsunamis
"""
# Opens one file and loads the time column, and max length of the array
data = np.loadtxt(os.path.join(path, '000_00000.txt'))
# number of columns for each subfault's array (needs to be softcoded)
sitecount = 145

# Opens a text file with a list of the subfaults, array indices are the subf
ault numbers
23.
fault_numbers = np.loadtxt("/Users/jeffriesc/Research_Stuff/Cascadia20x10.d"
)
24.
25.
# Pre declare the dictionaries
26.
tsunami_dict = {}
27.
runup_sites_dict = {}
28.
29.
# create a new dictionary key for each fault and assign the time column to i
ts own key called 'epoch'
30.
for fault in range(0, len(fault_numbers)):
31.
tsunami_dict[fault] = np.zeros(shape=(len(data), sitecount))
32.
tsunami_dict['epoch'] = data[:, 0]
33.
34.
# Iterate over all files in the directory
35.
for (root, dirs, filenames) in os.walk(path):
36.
for fname in filenames:
37.
print(fname)
38.
39.
# exclude files that start with .
40.
if not fname[0] == ".":
41.
42.
# separate the file name from the file extension for each gauge
file
43.
filename, file_extension = os.path.splitext(fname)
44.
45.
# create an array to hold the subfault number and site number fr
om the filename
46.
number = os.path.basename(filename).split('_')
47.
48.
# assign the subfault number
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49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.

subfault = int(number[0])
# assign the site number
site = int(number[1])
# set an index for the tsunami array for the current subfault to
none

55.
56.
57.

array_index = None
# see if array index is a key in runup_sites_dict, if it isn't m
ake array_index

58.

# the length of the dictionary and set the current value to the
site id

59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.

try:
array_index = runup_sites_dict[site]
except:
array_index = len(runup_sites_dict)
runup_sites_dict[site] = array_index
# open the current file, load it into a numpy array, paste the w
aveheight into

66.
67.
68.
69.
70.

# the appropriate column of the subfault array.
with open(os.path.join(root, fname)) as f:
data_from_file = np.loadtxt(f)
tsunami_dict[subfault][:, array_index] = data_from_file[:, 1
]

71.
72.
73.

# return the entire dictionary
return tsunami_dict
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Source code for mongo_dict
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

from threading import Thread
from pymongo import MongoClient
import goat

[docs]class SendToMongoDB(Thread):
"""This class is to connect to the MongoDB and pass my tsunami outputs to th
e database.
8.
It is a super class to inherit threading"""
9.
def __init__(self):
10.
11.
super(SendToMongoDB, self).__init__()
12.
13.
# connect to the DB and hold onto connection
14.
mongodb_uri = 'mongodb://%s:%s@%s:%s/%s' % (goat.mUser, goat.mpw, goat.m
host, goat.mport, goat.mdb)
15.
client = MongoClient(mongodb_uri)
16.
db = client[goat.mdb]
17.
coll = db[goat.mcoll]
18.
19.
self.client = client
20.
self.coll = coll
21.
22. [docs]
def store(self, output):
23.
"""Function that passes the tsunami dictionary"""
24.
result = self.coll.insert_one(output)
25.
res = result.inserted_id
26.
print(res)
27.
28.
"""This piece is just for testing that results went into the DB and retu
rns the values
29.
cursor = coll.find()
30.
for document in cursor:
31.
print(document)
32.
"""
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Source code for Slip_Queue
1. """
2. This program connects to the RabbitMQ, pulls out slip, time, model, passes it ba
ck to
3. Do_Stuff.py for processing.
4. """
5.
6. import json
7. from threading import Thread
8.
9. import goat
10.
11. slip_dict = {}
12.
13.
14. [docs]class RabbitMQInterface(Thread):
15.
"""Super Class to use threading to grab slip in a timely manner (every secon
d)"""
16.
def __init__(self, queue):
17.
"""Super class definition"""
18.
super(RabbitMQInterface, self).__init__()
19.
self.queue = queue
20.
21. [docs]
def run(self):
22.
"""
23.
A function that connects to the RabbitMQ and returns the slip, model and
time
24.
Returns
25.
------26.
27.
"""
28.
"""Connect to the RabbitMQ, pull out slip, model, time"""
29.
def callback(ch, method, properties, body):
30.
"""
31.
Connect to RabbitMQ and extract data needed to run tsunami estimatio
n
32.
Parameters
33.
---------34.
ch: channel
35.
method: method
36.
properties: properties
37.
body: json string of slip values
38.
39.
Returns
40.
------41.
Returns slip, time in seconds, model
42.
43.
"""
44.
simp = json.loads(body.decode("utf-8"))
45.
time = simp['t']
46.
simp2 = json.loads(simp['result'])
47.
slip = simp2['slip']
48.
slip_dict[time] = slip
49.
# print(slip_dict)
50.
self.queue.put((time, slip, method.routing_key))
51.
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52.
53.

channel = goat.Ichannel
channel.exchange_declare(exchange=goat.Iexchange, type='topic', passive=
True)

54.

channel.queue_bind(exchange=goat.Iexchange, queue=goat.Iqueue_name, rout
ing_key=goat.Ikey)
55.
channel.basic_consume(callback, queue=goat.Iqueue_name, no_ack=True)
56.
channel.start_consuming()
57.
channel.basicCancel(goat.Iqueue_name)
58.
59.
60.
61. """Commented out because I'm using it elsewhere, leaving it in for random testin
g without having to re-write
62.
the code: 6/28/17
63.
"""
64. # q = Queue(maxsize=1)
65. # processstuff = RabbitMQ_interface(q)
66. # processstuff.start()
67. # while (True):
68. #
time, slip, model = q.get()
69. #
print ("Outputting: %s %s" % (time, slip))
70. #
71. #
72. #
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